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WELCOME!
…to Shropshire Mammal Group Newsletter 40!
How time flies… this is my 20th issue after almost five years in the
Editor’s hot seat. It’s been such a total pleasure to publish so
many memorable articles from SMG members and other passionate
mammalogists. I can’t pretend it isn’t hard work putting together a Newsletter
of this quality four times a year; it’s definitely a labour of love. Having said that,
it’s not a job that I wish to selfishly hog for life, so if there is an SMG member
out there who would enjoy taking over, the SMG Committee and I would be happy
to hear from you. If not, well… here’s to the next 20 issues!
Observant readers may have noticed a very brief reference in the previous
Newsletter’s Welcome piece to the climate-crisis-linked extinction of a small
rodent, the Bramble Cay melomys Melomys rubicola. I was heartened to receive
feedback from two of our most passionate and environmentally minded young
members (well, younger than me anyway) thanking me for including this sad
news. And both Sam Devine-Turner and Jack Riggall have contributed to this
issue; Jack’s piece was the first article I received for this issue back in July, (now
updated) while Sam’s sends us an inspiring report from the front line of the
spring’s eXtinction Rebellion event in London. Thanks so much, both of you.
I certainly mustn’t fail to thank two important new contributors to this issue; I
first found Hannah Millgate on Twitter and I’m delighted to showcase her appeal
for help with her Zoology thesis on fox recognition. Please do get involved if you
can; you don’t have to have foxes in your garden to participate! And Mike
Worsfold, Chair of Shropshire Bat Group has sent exciting news on the very recent
discovery of a greater horseshoe bat in Shropshire.
Elsewhere, Dave Lewis updates us on his progress towards his dormouse licence,
Robin Bennett describes his Devon beaver expedition, Stuart Edmunds gives us
the low-down on Czech martens (“Kuna!”), there’s a heartfelt ‘mammal rant’ (her
own words) from Rosie Wood, a report of founder member Dr John Mackintosh’s
memorial walk and a bit of obligatory bones nonsense. Finally, Andy F P’s
Mammal Eyewitness encounter is arguably the most potentially dangerous
account you’ve read since Tris Pearce was nearly bitten by his rescue weasel in
SMG Newsletter 28! Phwoar!
If the great articles in this issue have inspired you, it’s never too early to think
about contributing to the next SMG Newsletter. I mentioned the hard work of
editing earlier, but it really does help if I can receive contributions in plenty of
time. I’m not nagging, honestly; but if you have an article idea, get in touch as
soon as you like, via the usual channels! Don’t hold back / Get scribing / you
know it makes sense. So look out for your next SMG Newsletter in your mailbox
just before (or maybe just after) Christmas. Have a golden autumn and
perhaps I’ll see you if you’d like to get involved in the Mammal Atlas
meeting in a few weeks?
Ric Morris

ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk
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Heads–up!
In the last Newsletter, SMG member Nigel Woodall
gave us a great account of an NT Attingham Park
guided deer walk. The National Trust are running
these again on Saturday 12th and Sunday 13th October
this year! (Booking essential, via this link). Nigel’s
also given me news of a few other events a little
further afield. BBC Springwatch’s Kate Humble and
Brett Westwood are delivering separate talks at the
Bewdley Festival on 14th (evening) & 15th October
(morning) respectively. Chris Packham delivers A
Talk on the Wild Side in Leamington Spa on 6th
November and Gordon Buchanan is in Wolverhampton
on 18th November with Animal Families and Me.
Finally if you missed the ultra-budget one day SMG
Mammal Bones ID Workshops in 2017 and ’18, it’s time
to dig deep and join me and other Mammal Society
members on a two day osteo-fest at FSC Preston
Montford in November! Details on pages 14 and 22 of
this issue as well as the Mammal Society website.

The usual disclaimer applies- the opinions expressed in the SMG Newsletter are those of the individual contributors, not necessarily the views of the SMG, unless stated to be so.
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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by Stuart Edmunds, SMG Chair

It is hard to believe that the summer is over and the weather is quickly turning autumnal. August and September
are notoriously quiet times to spot wildlife in Shropshire, unless you are really prepared to put the effort in, but
by October when trees and shrubs have lost their foliage, it is much easier to spot mammals. Many species will
have been keeping low profiles in late summer as they nurture their young, but roe deer Capreolus capreolus begin to
show up again, often feeding on “forest hay”, the freshly fallen leaves of oaks, beech and birch. For such a large animal
(excluding Homo sapiens this is the largest
native mammal currently occurring in
Shropshire), roe deer are still seldom seen. I
have sometimes gone weeks without spotting
one, despite sitting quietly near trails where
camera traps have recorded numerous
individuals wandering past several times a
day.
A slightly easier (though non-native) deer
species to look out for is the even larger fallow
deer Dama dama, particularly in the woodlands
of Ironbridge Gorge below Benthall Hall. A
large number of fallow have been recorded
venturing down to the River Severn alongside
the former power station too- one herd consists
of almost 30 deer. But to guarantee a fallow
sighting, the best option is to head to
Attingham Park, where the herd is now 200
strong. Though please don’t send in records to Lorcán for those! As always, we would love to see all your records
helping to add to the database of Shropshire mammals… keep them coming!
Finally I want to extend our heartfelt thanks and best wishes to Sam Devine-Turner who has stepped down from
the SMG Committee due to other commitments. Sam has served as SMG’s Events Coordinator in the past and
as you’ll see from this issue, she remains a passionate environmental campaigner. We hope that you’ll continue
to write for the Newsletter when you can Sam; good luck with your dormouse work too. Keep in touch!
Stuart Edmunds

Membership matters

and corporate members of Shropshire Mammal Group
by Malcolm Monie, SMG Treasurer and Membership Secretary

Shropshire Mammal Group is grateful to its corporate members for their support.
Pearce Environment Ltd
Field Studies Council, Preston Montford
As of the most recent Committee meeting, SMG membership currently stands at 140, give or take a few; a modest
increase on the number reported in the previous Newsletter, partly due to members kindly heeding the gentle reminders
to renew. Our annual subs have remained fixed at £5 over the entire ten years the Group has been in existence which,
remarkably, is less than ten pence a week, and the membership benefits include not only this quite remarkable quarterly
newsletter, each issue of which, on its own is worth at least a tenner (Ric told me to say that!) but also you have access
to the private Facebook group; see link on the page footer below, as well as member events and news of other mammal
related events and talks in the area. Talking of which, we are planning our fourth Mammal Atlas meeting, due to take
place on Saturday 19th October at the Natural England office at Pennerley, Stiperstones by kind permission of Simon
Cooter, NE’s Senior Reserve Manager. See the Forthcoming Events page for more info. Why not come early (0815 hrs)
and watch Ric check the mammal traps?
On the subject of the Members’ Facebook group, although we have a number of Admins and Moderators, I, as Membership
Secretary, am the only person who can approve the adding of members as I have the membership lists. I do send a few
simple questions to prospective new members to make sure you are real people, so again please check messages after
requesting to join, and answer appropriately. Thanks for your understanding and patience!
Malcolm Monie
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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by Sam Devine-Turner

On Monday 15th April this year, I joined tens of thousands of climate protestors as we swarmed the streets
of London. With talks and singing at Marble Arch, people’s assemblies at Parliament Square, a DJ on a bright
pink boat at Oxford Circus, a lorry-cum-stage and skate ramps on Waterloo Bridge and thousands of young
protestors making a stand at Piccadilly Circus, we claimed these five
locations as ours and set up what would be our home for the next
eleven days.
This was the start of the International Rebellion. A large scale, nonviolent, civilly disobedient protest organised by eXtinction
Rebellion, we aimed to make it clear to the government that the
climate emergency facing us can no longer be ignored. With people
from all backgrounds, of all ages, of all careers, we all had one
thing in common: the knowledge of the bleak future facing us if, as
predicted by climate scientists, anthropocentric global temperature
rise continues at the current rate and hits 1.5 oC between 2030 and
2052.

eXtinction Rebellion has three key demands. The first of these is for the
government to ‘Tell the Truth’. It is clear that the government continues to
prioritise short term issues and economic gain for greedy and defiling
corporations over the overwhelmingly urgent need for us to address the climate
emergency, and that the media plays a part in keeping the truth of this
emergency from the masses. And so Rebels parked a bright pink boat with the
words ‘TELL THE TRUTH’ written across it in the middle of the Oxford Circus
intersection. The boat was aptly named Berta Cáceres after the Honduran
environmental activist who was assassinated for her inspiring commitment to environmental,
indigenous and social activism. Activists affectionately known as ‘the barnacles’ locked themselves to the boat and
hundreds of us surrounded the boat and held the site as various DJs played music to keep morale high and speakers,
including Chris Packham, visited and gave motivational talks.
It was at Oxford Circus that I was arrested. On the Thursday of the first week I joined Rebels as wave after wave
of police tried to clear the site to reopen the inter-section.
Below: Progress of an arrest: Parts 1-3. Pics: Anon!
This had been the game all week, and would be for the
Below right: Chris Packham addressing crowd Pic: XR
entirety of the Rebellion; hundreds of Rebels were

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please

Photos above: Berta Cáceres the pink boat (pic XR)
Berta Cáceres the Honduran activist 1971-2016
(Wikipedia/Creative Commons)

Consequences of this temperature rise are numerous – sea level rise, desertification, crop shortages, water shortages,
dangerous extreme weather events, displacement of millions of people, the resulting increases in war and conflict – and
many were here for their children and for the future of the human race in the face of these devastating consequences.
For me, my motivation was my love for the planet; I was standing up for the earth herself. Humans are the only species
who have abused the gifts given to us by evolution and wreaked havoc on the very systems that sustain us, and I am
continually distraught at the greed and ignorance displayed by many of us, particularly those in political or corporate
power.
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present at the sites we intended on keeping blocked for as long as it took for the government to pay attention and
respond, while police would ask people to move and would arrest some of those who didn’t, attempting to clear the
spaces of protestors. I found myself sitting near the barnacles, chanting ‘tell the truth’, when police approached me and
I was subsequently arrested. I was carried away by four or five police, and was cheered by fellow Rebels, as we had
done for every single person that got arrested; a celebration and expression of gratitude for those willing to sacrifice
their liberty for the cause.

Creation of a Citizen’s Assembly, under the title ‘Beyond Politics’, to advise and steer governmental decisions and policy
changes is the third demand of eXtinction Rebellion and this was the theme of Parliament Square. Each day brought
new talks and assemblies to the green, and inspired many as to what a truly democratic system could look like, in which
every single person’s input is of value and decisions are reached in incredibly fair and productive ways. My first two
nights and many others throughout the Rebellion were spent sleeping at the
road blockades here, being present in case the police decided to try to clear the
blockades in the night, and these nights were incredibly trying. Exhausted, cold,
nervous, sometimes feeling hopeless as police stood by with stern looks on their
faces and seemed to care so little, and sometimes feeling overwhelmingly sad
at what we have already done and continue to do to our wonderful Earth and
her many inhabitants, some of these nights were spent in a very dark place
emotionally. But when the sun rose, and brought with it fresh-faced Rebels and
their enthusiasm, porridge from the kitchen tents and gifts of vegan sausage
rolls and coffee from the London residents who supported us, it was easy to feel
overcome with joy, compassion and gratitude, and feel a renewed strength and
hope.
If I wasn’t at one of these three sites helping to hold the blockades,
I was to be found at Marble Arch, catching up on sleep or taking a
well deserved break and enjoying a band. We had set up a campsite
on the green, and along with a well-placed lorry, a piano, an
inflatable elephant and various other items, we also held the roads
at this site. Rebels decorated the Arch itself with newspaper
clippings about our Rebellion, which had begun by being frustrated,
mocking and overall negative but grew to become positive,
celebrating our efforts, reporting our demands and highlighting that
we are a non-violent and actually incredibly friendly movement.

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please

Pic Pete Lawrence
www.campfireconvention.co.uk

The second of XR’s demands is for the government to ‘Act Now’. According to the IPCC 2018
report, if we don’t make drastic changes by 2030 the negative feedback of temperature rise
consequences will spiral out of control and it will be too late for us to save ourselves and the
many species of wildlife that we will take down with us. And so the
words ‘ACT NOW’ adorned the stage at Waterloo Bridge, which had
also taken on the theme of ‘Garden Bridge’ after a failed and costly
project to green up the bridge inspired protestors to bring trees, compost and
flowers and create our own floral paradise. The result was an incredibly uplifting space,
which saw families arrive with picnic blankets and chalk, and one family in particular will
always be in my memory. A mother and father with two young children set up their space
nearby, and their children promptly began to chalk messages such as ‘Peace, love, unity,
that’s what the world needs’ and ‘There’s no planet B’ on the tarmac. I was overcome with
emotion and felt hopeful yet distraught to see the next generation of environmental
activists, the children who will inherit this mess we have caused, showing such awareness of the situation we are in at
such a young age.

Marble Arch pic: XR

Pic: XR on Facebook

Graph: XR website

To describe the experience of my arrest, it was both liberating and disconcerting. As the comfort,
support and excitement of Oxford Circus left me and I found myself alone at the
police station, I felt nervous at what might happen next having never been arrested
before. My arresting officer and those that dealt with me at the station however
were lovely and, after a call to a solicitor recommended by XR, I was released after little
over three hours pending further investigation.
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Throughout the sites and the centre of London, for the eleven days
that we held the city centre, XR flags, banners, stickers and posters
bearing our logo, demands, principles, and other climate slogans
adorned the space and demonstrated our strong presence. There
was an incredibly strong feeling of community, with people
supporting each other practically and
emotionally, singing and dancing together,
sharing food and water, and even cleaning
up the sites together once the police had
managed to take them from us. When I
returned home, I felt such grief at the loss
of this beautiful community we had built
together, but I also felt inspired and
hopeful that we CAN live together in
harmony, in environmentally conscious,
selfless, supportive and happy ways.
Posters wait while protestors sleep,
above. Below: Sam and the art of
street decoration. All pics on this
page by Ella Ruth C.

These four major rock blockades were not the only things
happening during the Rebellion. Throughout there were samba
drummers leading protest walks across the city, keeping morale
high and spreading awareness of eXtinction Rebellion,
there were spontaneous ‘swarmings’ to
block extra roads temporarily to increase
Above: XR flags against the spring skies.
our presence and strength, there were
Below: A frightening mammal statistic.
spontaneous die-ins at various locations
in which protestors sang beautiful songs and
collapsed to the floor as if dead, representing
the many species we have already caused to
go extinct as well as the many more that will
do so in the future, including ourselves, if we
continue the ‘business as usual’ approach it
seems the government is set on. Despite
beginning to meet our first demand of telling
the truth by actually declaring a climate
emergency, as with many governmental
promises this declaration so far seems empty
as there have been no attempts to actually
make important changes.
So, we will be back on the streets of London
for a second Rebellion soon, because what
else can we do in the face of the destruction
of our species, many other wonderful species,
and the beautiful planet who we owe our
existence to. Will you be joining us, and
fighting for climate, environmental, ecological and social justice?
Sam Devine-Turner
Follow Sam on Twitter as @Ms_Scruff

Links:

eXtinction Rebellion website: https://rebellion.earth/
There are Facebook pages and/or groups for the following local ‘factions’ of eXtinction Rebellion (as well as the overall XR Facebook page):
Shrewsbury
Oswestry
Telford
West Midlands
Hereford
Worcester
Llangollen

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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by Dave Lewis

At any one time I can wear a number of different hats in the nature–watching game; there’s the warm wool
and fleece job for those colder mornings of camera retrieval; the fedora for enthusiastic tracking; the baseball hat for
those rare sunny days of just pottering and the beanie when I can’t find the others. The rub, of course, is that we all,
to some extent or other, put on a sort of uniform to do our respective things. The several hats also alludes to the wide
range of interests, and with two years into retirement I’ve discovered, not unexpectedly, that I need to rein in the many,
and concentrate on the fewer. To that extent, living in south Shropshire’s ANOB is a cherished situation and a deliberate
move to enjoy the offerings has left me with very few regrets indeed.
Being able to have localised access to uncommon, rare and endangered fauna is a privilege in itself but to be able to
observe and record and even witness intimate facets of their lives and behaviour is on yet another level. Having been
associated with Stuart’s pine marten group and placing cameras here and there in the vain hope that the PMs will venture
close to the sites - however, the local footage recovered from the camera placements allows a fabulous insight to other
woodland dwellers. My usual stamping ground of the Black Hills, Sowdley Woods and Clunton Coppice have revealed a
wealth of wildlife that often goes unseen, so it provides a growing catalogue of eco-information, all diligently sent to
Lorcan to make sense of.
It never fails to engender a sense of wonder and privilege to witness either first hand
or via the cameras, intimate behaviour of totally oblivious animals that wander through
the sundry sites. The results are obviously ad hoc, as you just never know what will
show up; the sweetest moments are when the newborns follow the adults into view
and you get that tingle of excitement knowing that you are witnessing a very private
moment. Those of you that are far more skilled than some of us in tracking and
identifying good spots, are often blessed with fabulous photographic and observational
records that are just stunning. It reinforces the urgency that is required to get more
of the general public actively engaged with ‘things nature’ so that even in our small
corner of the world we can make a difference to enhance the appreciation of our special
place.
To make that tiny difference I’ve elected to work towards a dormouse licence and have
been attending surveys around the area, mainly concentrating in one particular site in
south Shropshire. To say that they are cute is an understatement; in torpor, they are
a ping pong sized ball of fluff, but once awake they are skittish and fast. I was allowed
under licence conditions to
photograph handling and box
processing,
but
was
also
allowed the privilege of camera
monitoring a box containing a suspected pregnant female. Her
pregnancy was confirmed on a subsequent survey, as she had up
to four newborns. Keeping disturbance to a minimum, a camera
providing a close view was used to monitor her behaviour and the
results were intriguing to say the least. Again, such intimate
footage of her moving and returning to the box with the newborns
in her mouth after what appears to be a spot of house-cleaning.
The almost voyeuristic nature of this left me (and a few others)
rather humbled to witness such activity. The camera is still in
place at the moment (mid-September) so the next batch of stills
and movies from it will be retrieved shortly when the next survey is performed. No doubt the batteries will be low after
a month, but hopefully will show even more extraordinary views into the lives of one of our endangered species.
Refreshingly, the blue touchpaper of eco-awareness has undoubtedly been lit in recent months and the public perception
of nature in all its guises appears to have been refocussed in a very positive way. Let’s hope the wonder of the natural
world, how to look after and work with it, grows and grows so that the hurtling, clattering train of ignorance and apathy
wanes with the wake-up call of active appreciation and participation.
Dave Lewis
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please
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Photos & Tweets by Hannah Millgate

I am reading Zoology at the University of Reading, and as part of my degree I want to examine how accurate
members of the public can be in identifying individual foxes Vulpes vulpes from photographs and videos. To
do this, I require help with two things: firstly, I need members of the public to send me photographs and / or
videos of the foxes in their gardens. Secondly, I need volunteers to take part in a series of identification quizzes
to test how good people are at identifying foxes from photographs and videos. My social media posts invite would-be
volunteers to contact me at foxes@reading.ac.uk to receive a more comprehensive document about the project, but in
anticipation of an eager response from Shropshire Mammal Group members, here it is in full (with added photos!)
-oO0Oo-

About this project

Wildlife biologists often have to monitor wild animal populations, but this is often very challenging as many species are
nocturnal and elusive. It is even more difficult in urban areas because animals often spend most of their time in back
gardens where researchers cannot observe them. One possible way of monitoring these species, however, is through
the use of trail (motion activated) cameras placed in people’s gardens.
Unfortunately, trail cameras are associated with their own set of problems. To
date, they have tended to be used to monitor species such as tigers and
leopards where individuals are recognisable through differences in their coat
patterns. Recently, however, there has been increased interest in whether this
technique could be used to identify individuals of species with less obvious
markings, including red foxes, Vulpes vulpes. Therefore, as part of my degree
at the University of Reading, I want to examine how accurate members of the
public can be in identifying individual foxes from photographs (colour and black
& white) and videos.

Part 1: Sending in photographs and video recordings
As the requests I have placed on Facebook / other social media might prove very popular
(fingers crossed), I am going to start by focussing on asking people to send in photographs
(colour or black & white).
•
However, if you do have videos, could I please ask you to get in touch via email now
(foxes@reading.ac.uk) so that I can contact you later on.
What I need
To test each volunteer on their identification skills, I first need to compile a ‘rogues gallery’ of
known foxes from which I can create a series of different tests. This means that I need the
help of people who have photographed one or more foxes in their own garden, and which
they are able to reliably identify themselves. I will need you to tell me which fox is which
in every photograph you send in!
Therefore,
•
Your photos must be from a UK garden (I am only interested in urban foxes for this
particular project).
•
Your photos can be colour or black & white, but I will need several photos of
Please note that these
framegrabs hyperlink to
the same fox (see Photographs for each fox section on the next page)
Hannah’s camera clips
•
The photos can be from the day or during the night
on Twitter
•
Your photos need to have been taken with a camera or a trail camera, but
not a mobile phone
Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
We have another Facebook group for paid-up members only, at https://www.facebook.com/groups/1176934462327779/
And don’t forget the Pine Marten Project page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
Our website is https://shropshiremammalgroup.com/ and we’re also on Twitter: @Shropsmammals
If you spot a mammal in Shropshire, please record it via bit.ly/SMGrecord or email Lorcán Adrain at SMGrecord@gmail.com
Articles and photos for the next issue of the SMG Newsletter to Ric Morris, Editor, at ric_morris@hotmail.co.uk please

Hannah Millgate

To do this, I require help with two things:
• First, I need members of the public to send me photographs and / or
videos of the foxes in their garden
• Second, I need volunteers to take part in a series of identification quizzes to test how good people are at identifying
foxes from photographs and videos
You may take part in either or both parts. However, you must be in the UK as foxes in different parts of the world can
look quite different. In addition, I need UK quizzers because if it turns out that members of the public are good at
identifying foxes, this approach could be used in future studies to monitor urban foxes. Last, you must be aged 18 or
over to comply with data protection regulations.
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• The photos need to be as ‘close up’ as possible, as volunteers will need to be
able to spot very small differences to identify individual foxes (e.g. differences in
the amount of black on their legs)
• Your photos can be recent (e.g. from 2019) or older (e.g. from a house you
used to live in). All I need is that you are able to identify each fox in each photo
that you send in
• I need to know which season each photo was from, as the appearance of
individual foxes can change between seasons (e.g. due to moult). Seasons are
defined as: Spring = March-May; Summer = June-August; Autumn = SeptemberNovember; Winter = December-February.
Photographs for each fox
As outlined above, people taking the identification tests will be looking for
very small differences to identify individual foxes. As these
small differences are not likely to be visible on every photo
Useful technique
for multiple clips
(e.g. some may be on the left-hand side, while others are on
of the same fox
the right-hand side), I need photographs from several different
from
different
angles at close quarters (NB: these do not need to be from
angles.
the same day). Therefore, I would like photos from the
following angles/aspects for each fox:
1. Front (head): either face-on and/or side-on
2. Right side: whole body from nose to tail
3. Left side: whole body from nose to tail
4. Ideally also from the rear (tail up would be very useful!), but this one is
not essential
As some of the tests I will be putting together will include several photos of the same fox, I would like multiple photos
of each individual within the same season. These can be a combination of the four aspects listed above.
Sending your photographs in
As I am looking for several different photos of the same fox in the
same season, can I ask you to send one email for each of your
foxes: this email will need to have several photos as
attachments. Within each email can you then include:
•
Your name and postcode (this will be a bit repetitive if
you send me several emails, but it will help me process the
information more quickly). Please see the Data
protection section below which explains how your data will
be stored
•
The name of the individual fox in the photos attached to
the email
•
An explanation
of the features that
you personally use to identify that fox
•
The season from which the photos were taken.
Email your photos to: foxes@reading.ac.uk. If you find that the file sizes are
too large to send via email, please consider using the WeTransfer website or
Dropbox – feel free to email me if you come across any problems.
How your photos will be used
The photos that people send in will be used to create a series of identification
quizzes which will then be sent out to volunteers. For example, the first test
will consist of a series of 12 photographs, containing several photos of one
selected fox (let’s call him Basil). Volunteers will then be given a sheet outlining
how to identify Basil: volunteers will then need to work out just how many
photos of the 12 are pictures of Basil. Once they have completed that test, I
will send them a slightly more difficult test (e.g. they may need to search for
Basil and Tod), and so on.

Follow us on Facebook: our public group and discussion page is at https://www.facebook.com/groups/shropshiremammals/
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Location data will be used to ensure that the photos of foxes sent in are confirmed as being different individuals (e.g.
multiple people from the same locality could send in photos of their fox, without realising that it is the same individual
but known by different names). Please note that none of your personal information (e.g. location) will ever be given out
as part of these quizzes.
Part 2. Identification quizzes
If you would like to take part in the identification quizzes (see How your
photos will be used section on the previous page), please email me at
foxes@reading.ac.uk and I will add you to the list. If I do not reply straight
away, please accept my apologies: hopefully this is due to the fact that I
am cataloguing lots of photos and creating the first quiz.
When the first quiz is ready to go, I will email it to you and ask you to
complete a very simple questionnaire (e.g. gender, age) so that I can
determine whether, for example, women are better than men at identifying
foxes!
Data protection
To comply with data protection regulations:
• All emails will be stored on the University of Reading’s secure email
server
• All photographs will be held in password-protected files on passwordprotected computers
• All information such as your name, postcode, email address and
questionnaire survey answers (and fox test scores) will be held in
password-protected files on password-protected computers.
All data gained from this project will be used primarily for my project
thesis, but there is a chance that the data could be published in a peerreviewed scientific journal. In the thesis and any subsequent publication,
it will not be possible to identify any volunteers who took part in the study.
My project is supervised by Dr Philip Baker, a lecturer at the University of
Reading. Other than myself and Dr Baker, the information will not be
passed to any third party.
Please note that your participation is entirely voluntary, if you wish to
withdraw from the study at any point, email me (foxes@reading.ac.uk)
and I will remove you from all future communications.
Please email me to say which part/s of the project you would like
to participate in, so that I can add you to the correct lists.
Accurate note taking will support your camera
trap observations

Your interest and support is very much appreciated: thank you!

Further reading:
Harris, Stephen (1986) Urban Foxes
London: Whittet Books Ltd.
Jones, Lucy (2016) Foxes Unearthed: A story of love and loathing in modern Britain
London: Elliott & Thompson Ltd
Hemmington, Martin (2014) Fox Watching: In the shadow of the fox
London: Whittet Books Ltd
Harris, Stephen; Yalden, Derek (authors / editors) (2008) Mammals of the British
Isles: Handbook, 4th Edn.
Southampton: The Mammal Society

Hannah Millgate
Follow Hannah on Twitter as
@ZoologyHannah (science)
and @hannah_millgate (art)
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by Rosie Wood, images sourced & captioned by Ric

...is they’re not birds. Or more specifically they’re not someone’s ‘favoured’ species of birds...
You don’t have to look very hard to see examples of appalling and ecologically illiterate prejudice against mammals. We
probably shouldn’t be too surprised by ‘species-ism’ - it bedevils both the voluntary and statutory conservation sectors.
In my many years in both sectors getting a conversation about conservation of an ecosystem, rather than conservation
of Someone’s Favourite Species was often an uphill battle. I suspect it still is.
Especially when the Favoured Species is a bird. We certainly shouldn’t be surprised
by species-ism when conducted by bird farmers; whether that’s gamekeepers
‘protecting’ their artificially high and most often battery reared populations of birds
for the gun, or folk keeping fancy poultry without wanting to spoil the scene by, oh
you know, fencing and secure coops for night time. But we should be surprised,
indeed horrified, when it is described without embarrassment or shame as being
necessary for ‘conservation’ by conservation bodies. Yes, I do mean the RSPB, but
not just them. We’ve all got too lazy to challenge ecological illiteracy, too willing to
accept as definitive evidence what are no more than anecdotes or genuine
observations on such small sample sizes that conclusions can’t be relied upon for
wider application.
The shooting industry has longstanding form for this of course: happily telling us that if
we remove all competitor and predator species (mammalian and avian), Chosen Species
X will grow in number. That’s true. Chosen Species X will grow in number. Whoopee.
But it isn’t evidence of a conservation success, it’s evidence of intensive farming. If we
want curlew farms, alongside grouse farms, golden plover and lapwing farms, fine. But
let’s be honest about it. Let’s not lie about it being good for conservation or the
environment. Those are just excuses for folk who shoot or twitch over ground nesters.
To function as /God/nature/(insert other higher power) intended, the natural world can’t
be treated like a Pick’N’Mix counter, available to us to pick and choose the species we like
and kill off the ones we don’t. Baseline numbers of some avian species deserve particular
criticism, as a variant of shifting baseline syndrome perhaps.

Two ‘codes of practice’ for the
management
of
predators,
published in the 1970s, and aimed at
gamekeepers.
Fortunately the
mammal code concludes “…it should
be realized that our native predators
have an important role in nature and
are of great scientific interest as well
as giving pleasure to an increasing
number of people.
Thus the
emphasis in most cases should be on
prevention of damage rather than
destruction of the predator”.

Let’s take the curlew as the current poster bird for this troubling phenomenon.
The picture of their abundance stuck (or planted?) in people’s memory depended
on ruthless killing of any mammal which dared to take eggs or chicks. Despite
those mammals having done so for millennia without ever, mysteriously, wiping
out native or migratory waders. The 19th century expansion of some wading
species like the curlew into previously unoccupied areas depended on the
wholesale slaughter of omnivorous and predatory mammals (and birds)
undertaken to boost shoots. That isn’t conservation either and it isn’t the baseline
we should be aiming at now; if only because it won’t work. Remove every
predator today and curlew still won’t return, let alone stay, in vast numbers;
massive loss of habitat, devastated insect populations, silage making, densely
stocked cattle and sheep fields, nests unmarked and unprotected against
machinery, hooves, ovine appetites… all those will finish them off without a
predator getting so much as a sniff.
Shropshire Wildlife Trust has
a concern for curlews, as
evidenced by its Winter 2017
magazine with cover image
by Andrew Fusek Peters

We sort of expect twitchers and shooters to prefer ‘their birds’ to everything else.
We don’t expect public policy to do so, but it does, and with several terrible
consequences, especially for the uplands.
The Special Protected Areas
designation (SPA) protects specific birds; and to hell with the rest. Applied in the
UK based on lobbying, under appreciation of upland ecology and with perhaps a
whiff of the old boys club, SPAs really need to be retired now.

Back in the day, advisers visiting, say, grouse moors, seeing great and wholly artificially maintained flocks
of ground nesting birds, acres of same age new purple heather growth and sod all else, said, in effect

Shifting
baseline
syndrome?
We
may hark back to
false perceptions of
abundant wildlife in
our
youth
but
Lovegrove argues
the decline in our
native wildlife has
been steady over
hundreds of years,
and is now rapidly
intensifying.
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In practice this meant draining the peat, burning
the peat, killing off mountain hares, trapping and
killing stoat, weasel, marten, fox, badger, plus very
much smaller mammals as bycatch, as well as
gunning for raptors. Hardly ecologically sound.
And all perfectly acceptable under the designation,
with such management practices often
paid for by the tax payer. Not much of
an improvement from the slaughter of
red squirrels for daring to eat game
bird eggs (right up until the 1930’s),
or hedgehogs killed for a bounty lest
they eat grain (they don’t) or steal milk from
cows’ udders (they don’t) or in the Mediterranean for mating with chickens
and
destroying
their eggs (well,
what
do
you
think?)
The roughly contemporaneous
designation which was
applied rather later,
Reg Gammon’s illustration for
Special
Area
for
Out
with
Romany
(1937)
Conservation
(SACs)
perfectly sets up Romany’s
seeks to protect the
explanation of exactly why
intact ecology of the
hedgehogs do not suckle milk
habitat; protecting not
from cows!
just the peat, but also
every plant, reptile,
insect, mammal (and bird) which had made its home there
for thousands of years. Bad news for grouse moor owners.
Especially those determined to maximise bags for shooters.
Bad news too for those birders who only like ‘their’ birds,
and seem to know little about ecology or natural ecosystem
services, both dependent on the presence of native
mammals.
What makes it worse news for everyone is that these two
distinctive designations have in several places been applied
to exactly the same parcels of land.
Pity the land
management adviser or land owner trying to make sense
of that.
But most of all, pity the mammals. Seen by almost
everyone as a ‘problem’ to be addressed, something
unwelcome, something we can (and should) do without, we
seem to forget that mammals are wildlife too. Landscape
engineers, keystone species, inextricably part of British
literature and legend, they all deserve a lot more of our
respect and our protection. Let’s start by being willing to
argue for them, celebrate them, and let’s stop making
excuses for landowners whose ignorance has already wiped
out our only apex predators, and has continued to push many
medium and small mammals to the edge of extinction.
Rosie Wood
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‘Romany’, aka George Bramwell Evens was the world’s first
broadcasting naturalist. See SMGN37 for a longer article

@Skull_Bloke’s tweet, 25th June 2018

Gamekeeper’s gibbet
Raptorpolitics.org.uk

“Crikey, nice here innit? Keep doing, err, whatever you’re doing”.
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Words & photos by Andrew Fusek Peters

Earlier this year I was in Alaska, where I was giving photographic lectures on board the MS Maasdam, as it
cruised up the coast. When we stopped at Valdez, my fellow lecturers booked
a private tour up into the mountains. After a few hours, we stopped to grab
the view and I could see some very nice wild flower meadows, with views to
mountains beyond. I wandered off the main path and ending up lying down
with my camera and landscape lens to frame both near and far. What I was
not expecting was that a black bear Ursus americanos would wander into view
as it was feeding.
The bear ambled
closer and closer
until he filled the
frame (the resident
bear expert later
thought it was three to
four-year-old male).
My
settings were for flowers
and depth of view and as I
frantically tried to reset,
the bear became aware of
me and raised up on its
hind legs. I can honestly
say, not in brave way, that
I wasn’t scared, but was more obsessed with capturing this incredible set of
moments. After a while, which seemed like ages, it decided I wasn’t worth the bother
and headed off down the track, pausing only to pose in front of the breathtaking
view.
I scrambled up and ran to get the
others, but the bear had melted
away.
I asked the mammal
lecturer whether I had been in any
danger and he shrugged his
shoulders, saying the black bears
are actually quite shy of humans.
If it had been a grizzly, which is the
same species as the brown bear Ursus arctos, I would most likely have
been attacked. “Well, I assume there are no brown bears around
here?” I asked.
He
looked at me again and
told me we were in the
middle of brown bear
territory and that I was
more than lucky!
Andrew Fusek Peters
Follow Andy on
Twitter as @2peters

Here’s who you could have
met… a handy guide to local
bear species, from Brooke
Bond Canada Animals of
North America card set, 1960
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An osteological obsession

by Ric Morris
Adapted & expanded from a blog post for the Mammal Society

Like most small children growing up in the early 1960s (and other children to this day, of course) I was
fascinated by dinosaurs but I don’t ever recall giving that much thought to their bones. Artists’ impressions of
their reconstructed bodies filled the children’s reference books that I devoured, alongside other books on more
contemporary aspects of the natural world. Skeletons were, for the time being, a very casual interest. I was gifted my
first skull at the age of ten, confidently assured by the family friend donor that it was a sandpiper’s skull (it was actually
an oystercatcher though it took me five years to find that out) but I was fourteen when the osteological obsession finally
took hold of me, and it has yet to loosen its grip.
At secondary school biology class in the early 70s, a young student teacher appeared,
by the name of Mr Russell (Sir, please sir… where are you now, and do you even know
what you started?) who took us through the process of digestion, naturally beginning
with the mechanics of chewing and eating. Mr Russell had brought with him a selection
of real mammal skulls; sheep, dog, cat, cow, even incredibly, a leopard(!) to demonstrate
carnivore dentition against that of herbivores. I was spellbound and asked at the end of
the lesson where he’d got them. “Borrowed from college”, he answered “but if you want
your own, go out into the countryside and start looking!”
Mr Russell was only on a short teaching practice and soon returned to college with his
specimens, however I took his advice and my collection developed rapidly from that
point; sheep skulls, foxes, things the cat brought in (rodents, moles, birds… sorry!); within a couple
of years even a pony. Before much longer I was volunteering in school holidays at the nearest
museum with a decent natural history collection, (Grosvenor Museum Chester) at which a most
supportive Natural History Assistant (now Dr Jessica Winder) encouraged me to join the recently
formed Biological Recording Group for Wales (sadly now defunct). It was at their twice-yearly weekend meetings I first
handled and set Longworth traps and learned the basics of mammal tracks and field sign identification under the guidance
of Jim Bateman, then Keeper of Mammals for the National Museum of Wales.

Classic biology textbook
from the 1960s-70s with
typically rudimentary skull
diagrams.

Pic credits: 1972 Grosvenor Museum, Chester

/

1973 Cecil Morris

/

1987 William Miller-Jones

/

2018 Stuart Edmunds

So fast forward through half a lifetime, during which I was the weird kid in school who brought a dead pigeon back from
a school trip to London… growing up into the weird guy in the office who picked up roadkill and semi-accidentally left it
in an office filing cabinet over a hot summer weekend (oops… I have so many stories about this kinda thing… see right
and the Wall of Shame, next page). I now work for Shropshire Wildlife Trust, where it is practically
de rigeur to collect roadkill or animal poo (not my thing; honestly that is really weird, Edmunds!)…
while bone collecting is almost mainstream and taxidermy chic suddenly represents desirable
home décor in wider society. I use my skulls to start conversations with the public about wildlife
and natural history; I have somehow managed to re-invent myself as the @Skull_Bloke and
having delivered one-day mammal bone ID workshops to Shropshire, North Wales and
Herefordshire Mammal Groups as well as other organisations over the last couple of years, I am
so pleased and honoured to have been invited to deliver a twoIf you can’t beat ‘em… Playing up to public perception of my
day bones workshop for the Mammal Society, right on our
allegedly weirdo image with a doctored tabloid headline at
Shropshire doorstep at FSC Preston Montford.
work, 2011. NB: no badgers were harmed, etc etc
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Ye Skull Bloke Wall of Shame
March 1975:

A Level Art class trip to London. Found a dead pigeon under a Trafalgar Square lion’s backside, decided to take it home. Visited National
Gallery. Dead pigeon discovered by security guard during bag search. Oops!

November 2002:

Secreted dead otter in Animal Health Team evidence freezer at Shropshire Trading Standards HQ with intention of later taking it to
taxidermist. Subsequently removed in its frozen state by mischievous work colleague and placed in gentleman’s lavatory in a failed attempt to
embarrass and discredit me. (“Rich! Rich!! There’s a f****** otter in the bog!”) Ha! Didn’t work, because manager did not hear! ‘Professional’
reputation intact.

Circa Autumn 2008:

First dead mole incident. Secreted a colleague-donated cat-kill mole in pair of wellingtons under my desk at work and forgot
about it. Six weeks later I finally realized what the cheesy fungus like odour was. Work colleagues disgusted. Oops again!

March 2012:

Yet another work colleague disgusted by the robust testicles of a fresh but funky-smelling roadkill polecat I picked up after a covert
surveillance visit to a dodgy car boot sale. Sorry! x

July 2012:

Second dead mole incident. Spotted and collected roadkill mole on way to work, bagged, tagged with ziptie seal and placed in my filing
cabinet on Friday morning. Forgotten by knocking-off time that evening (Oops thrice). An unusually hot weekend followed, and disgusted colleagues
arriving early on the Monday morning searched for source of the stench, found the bagged mole and threw it out of the window. Later swept up by
Shire Hall groundskeeper and disposed of, despite being (ostensibly) “evidence”. (Note to self: Hmmm… definitely should have locked the cabinet).

I joined Shropshire Mammal Group soon after its founding in 2009 and have edited our
quarterly Newsletter since 2014. I’ve noticed that by and large, bone finds are a somewhat
overlooked means of obtaining mammal records. Of course we all know about owl pellet
analysis; what mammalogist hasn’t experienced the thrill of teasing apart a pellet and pulling
out vole and shrew fragments by the dozen? But pellet analysis
skills tend to focus on the smallest of our small mammals;
accurate identification of larger skulls, jaws and bone fragments
needs patience and experience, and how many of us would be
confident
to
identify
a
random bone found in the
field? Who amongst us could
differentiate
the
skeletal
fragments of a fox from
those of a muntjac deer, a
squirrel from a polecat, a
badger
from
an
otter;
especially if the skull isn’t
present? It is this knowledge
gap that I have been seeking
to fill with the workshops.
If you didn’t attend either of the one-day SMG bones workshops, please do take a look at the
course outline on the Training page of the Mammal Society’s website, and if the content
appeals to you, please go ahead and book up. I’m really looking forward to meeting you all;
there’ll be hundreds of bones from my own collection to examine and photograph, and I can
promise we are going to have a uniquely enjoyable weekend! Ric Morris / Follow Ric on Twitter as @Skull_Bloke

Shropshire Mammal Group one day
workshop, June 2018

Scottish Countryside Rangers Association
two-day workshop, Tornaveen
Aberdeenshire June 2018

South Downs Nature Guiding (in
association with Nick Ward) two-day
workshop, Petworth, West Sussex
September 2018
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My advice? Head to the delightful River Otter (ironically) in Devon, home of a beaver Castor fiber
reintroduction trial which has been running since 2014. By the way, wouldn’t it be fabulous if there was a River
Beaver where you could see otters… or is there?!
I dropped my Dad off for a week’s holiday near the village of Otterton
(south west of Sidmouth) in early September, and took the opportunity
to explore the area, looking for signs of the twenty plus wild Eurasian
beavers which now make the river their home.
Beavers were first spotted in the area in 2008 but when kits were seen,
proving that the adults were breeding, the UK Government planned to
have them removed from the river. Protests from local residents and
businesses (the beavers are an important source of tourist income) and
efforts from other public wildlife bodies presented an alternative plan;
to create a five year trial to see the effect
that the beavers would have on other
wildlife and the environment. The trial was
granted on condition that the beavers were DNA tested to prove they were Eurasian (they
are) and free from non-native diseases (tick, again!). No-one is quite sure how they got
there in the first place, by the way, but with these tests passed they are now here to stay
(at least, for the duration of the trial!).
The River Otter runs for about twenty miles through the
Devon countryside and is perfect beaver habitat. Native
to the UK but missing from our countryside for more than
400 years, beavers are supposed to be here. The eight
families of beavers in the River Otter population now cover
most of the river’s length although the most active
populations are still to be found near and around the
village of Otterton. Signs around the village highlight their
presence and warn dog walkers to be extra careful. If you
start your explorations in Otterton itself, you can park
next to the main bridge in the car park at Otterton Mill although only during opening
hours (the gates are locked when the attraction closes). There is also on-street parking
throughout the village and plenty of space at the local pub where you relax after your
beavering.
Public footpaths go in both directions and run next to the river
for some distance. And within a minute of two or starting your
walk, you’ll see your first signs of beaver activity with felled trees and gnawed bark. Those beaver
teeth must be like chisels!*
Walking a bit further
on,
there
were
plenty of signs of
otters
(footprints,
tail
marks
and
spraint) as well as
beaver prints and
then the first sight
of a lodge, the
* Kind of you to give me a
cue for a gratuitous beaver
family’s
underskull image, Robin!
(Pic:
water home.

Ric, featuring Alicia LeowDyke’s specimen)
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As beavers are almost exclusively nocturnal, the best chance of spotting one is to sit quietly as night falls or dawn breaks
and watch-and-wait. Having some inside knowledge also helps (ask locals for advice - it’s important that they know how
many visitors the beavers bring to the area). I was short of time, so I decided to leave a trailcam for the week and a
pile of juicy apples to tempt the beavers into shot.
Having checked the memory card a week later, I
found that a fox had found the apples first and eaten
all my bait! Oh well, better luck next time and there
is plenty of other wildlife to see and photograph on
and around the river.

Luckily for me, I have a photographer friend Tom Winstone,
who has good access to a regularly beaver-visited spot on
private land and he’s offered to take me there when I next visit.
Hopefully, I’ll get some photos as good as these two stunners
he has taken this year.

Beaver images left and below by Tom Winstone
(https://www.facebook.com/ThomasWinstonePhotography/)

Beaver Q&A:
Do beavers eat fish?
•
No - only vegetation (bark, shoots, roots)
How many beavers now live wild in the UK?
•
Estimates vary but several hundred at least and probably a thousand plus (mainly in the Tay catchment area and
Knapdale in Scotland)
Are beavers beneficial to the UK countryside?

•

Probably… there are strong arguments for, and some against, which we may have to adjust to in the event of growing
beaver numbers. Their water engineering certainly slows rivers, improves water quality and improves habitats for other
river creatures. However, their efforts can flood fields (this happened in Otterton this year) and reduce tree cover along
rivers.
Robin Bennett / Follow Robin on Twitter as @benne30
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Red squirrel (right) and great spotted woodpecker below photographed in Finland by Ric

Chasing Czech mammals: Kuna in the garden

Autumn 2019
by Stuart Edmunds

I am fortunate that I have the opportunity to visit the Czech Republic to visit my in-laws several times a year.
Czechia (as we are now supposed to call it) lies in Central Europe and is bordered by Austria to the south,
Poland to the north, Germany to the west and Slovakia in the east. The country has 33% forest cover, compared to a
measly 9% in England. The woodlands are large enough to provide suitable amounts of habitat for beech martens
Martes foina, elk Alces alces, jackal Canis aureus moreoticus, boar Sus scrofa, lynx Lynx lynx, and of course; pine
martens Martes martes. So, it only seems right that on my visits that I should pack a camera trap or two to take with
me.
On my most recent trip in August, I was particularly excited as there would be an opportunity to
spend a few nights with relatives 100km south of Prague in the Třeboň region. The area is
covered with forests, huge lakes and traditionally-farmed meadows, teeming with wildlife.
Despite being far from any coastline, there are more white-tailed sea eagles Haliaeetus albicilla
living in the area than there are in Scotland and the woodlands boast several exciting mammal
species, including lynx and my beloved pine martens. With this in mind, I took extra camera
traps!

Wikipedia
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On arrival in this new location, it was quite clear that the condition of the forest is on a different level to the
woodland I am used to back at home; stretching unbroken for miles and with very few roads intersecting
them. My accommodation was a building in mid-renovation, so I had no option but to spend most of the time
outside in the garden, where I watched black-coated red squirrels Sciurus vulgaris dashing around the orchard
in search of walnuts. Despite being on the edge of a small town, I was surprised at the abundant birdlife too,
so I decided to set up my camera traps within 20m of the back door on the first night to see what might show
up at night.
Early the next morning, I was awoken by the sound of woodpeckers and finches feeding on the fruit trees outside
my window and I immediately went to check on the cameras to see what they might have recorded. Removing
the SD card from the first, I excitedly scanned through the clips on my
Not a pine marten!
laptop and saw that it had triggered over forty times in less than eight
Pic: Stu
hours. But on clicking on a few clips recorded in the early hours, it
quickly became apparent that it was a local cat Felis catus that had
decided to play in front of the camera for long enough to trigger it 38
times!
Undeterred, I moved to camera number two, just a few metres away. This
time, over fifty clips had been recorded. I fully expected fifty clips of the
same cat again. But on clicking the first video thumbnail, I was
amazed to see a marten sat directly in front of the camera eating a
windfall plum. The time of the recording was 21.15. I had only set
the camera up twenty minutes before. Excitedly, I ran back to the
house to share the clip with the relatives and at the first sight of the
screen, they all shouted “kuna!” in unison. The animal was indeed
a kuna: the Czech for marten. And there wasn’t just the one clip,
almost all the other videos were of this marten, then later, a larger
marten. I’d never recorded so much marten activity in one place in
such a short amount of time.
The species in the videos was referred to as a kuna, but in that area,
two species of marten reside: pine martens (kuna lesní, i.e. Martes
martes) and beech/stone martens (kuna skalní, i.e. Martes foina).
Most local people don’t differentiate the two, referring to both as
the same species,
Martes species explained… pics by Henning
much
to
my
Athon, from Mammals in Colour by Leif
annoyance! The
Lyneborg, Blandford 1971
martens recorded
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on the camera trap were hard to ID in black and white night vision, but the shorter legs
and ears indicated that I had recorded beech martens. Incredibly common across the
Czech Republic, beech martens are generally considered pests to people, due to their
irritating ability to climb inside cars and chew through electrical wiring. They often
move into attic spaces and cause an alarming amount of damage to plaster work by
urinating repeatedly in the same spot too. A small price to pay to have martens living
in your loft as far as I was concerned.

The records of those two martens became more significant three days later when I cycled
into the depths of the forests to check on more cameras set up away from human habitation.
I had sited those cameras along a well-used wild boar trail, where there was evidence of recent boar activity everywhere.
Another camera monitored a deer trail, which I had hoped might be used by the occasional carnivore- even a rare
European jackal, which have also now been recorded in the area. The deer trail camera had recorded two clips, one of
me walking away from the camera and the other of me returning to
The unsuccessful cam. Pic: Stu
it after three nights. Not a single wild mammal had ventured
anywhere near the area, or touched the jam I had left out as bait.
On returning to the boar cam, I was devasted to see that there was
no fresh boar activity in front of the camera either, but it looked as if
several boars had found a feast buried in the soil about two metres
to the left of the camera, just outside of the focal range. The ground
there had been freshly turned over by boars and tusk marks was still
visible in some of the disturbed ground. But not one of the boars had
ventured two metres to the right to get caught on camera. In a
woodland full of mammal life, I had failed to record a single mammal.
Which proved that it doesn’t matter how much thought you put into
the placement of a camera trap, the wildlife you are after won’t
always make life easy. It was just lucky that I had placed the other
cameras in the garden on night one. Recording the footage of two
“kunas” more than made up for the lack of excitement in the forest!

Stuart Edmunds

Follow Stuart on Twitter as @PinemartensUK

No hyperlinks to the Hunt websites; they don’t need our clicks!

The Long Mynd: bloodsport free & safer for wildlife

by Jack Riggall

Last year, on Monday 10th and Tuesday 11th December, the South Shropshire Hunt and United Pack (respectively)
held licences to use the National Trust’s Long Mynd; and with Tris and Charlie Pearce I attended to monitor their
activities. The South Shropshire Hunt in particular were surprising, as they hunted exclusively within the
boundaries of Long Mynd all day and marked a fox to ground (i.e. it took refuge in a sett or earth) near the end
of the day’s events. Fortunately, it remained safe as the huntsmen, hounds and terriermen moved off, most likely
to avoid being filmed, along with a fox being pursued by stray hounds on the slopes of the car park. The South
Shropshire Hunt quickly lost their licence from the National Trust (to the credit
of the Trust’s staff) and on subsequent days where the United Pack were licensed to use Long
Mynd, voluntary monitors were always present, notably leading to an investigation by Dyfed-Powys Police into
an illegal badger sett dig out linked to that hunt.
As all the relevant information on the hunting incidents documented was shared with both the National Trust
and Natural England (due to Long Mynd being a SSSI), a letter from Natural England’s Dr Paul Horswill to the
National Trust dated 8th February, obtained via a Freedom of Information request (reference RFI 4543), stated
demonstration of adherence to the licences would be necessary before any more consent from Natural England is granted. (Natural England’s
consent is in place until 31st December this year). Mainly, this follows on from the United Pack hunting outside the areas of their National Trust
licence on 11th December, and the South Shropshire Hunt using Long Mynd on 26 th January after losing their
licence six days prior.
From the evidence given to them, both the National Trust and Natural England are undoubtedly aware of what
the South Shropshire Hunt and United Pack really are (if they weren’t already) To use Long Mynd, the hunts
need permission from both organisations (NT and NE); National Trust staff have confirmed to me in a phonecall
on Friday 27th September that the licences won’t be reissued. From now on, any use of Long Mynd by either
hunt is trespass and should be reported to the Trust and to the police.
Jack Riggal
Follow Jack on Twitter as @riggall_jack
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The John Mackintosh memorial walk

Autumn 2019
Words by various authors
photos by Ric

From Shropshire Wildlife Trust’s Autumn magazine

As reported in our previous newsletter, SMG founder member Dr John Mackintosh died in April. It was the wish of
his family that friends and loved ones gather for a memorial walk in one of his favourite locations to celebrate his life.
This took place on Sunday 1st September at Cramer Gutter, Catherton Common, near Ludlow.

A short account of the walk from SWT’s Ludlow branch e-newsletter, by Graham Hubbard (below)

Hazel
Bows’s
brief
speech to John’s friends
& family during the walk.
It was especially apt that
when she read out Clive
Dean’s tribute from the
SWT
magazine
(see
above),
John’s
son
Andrew knew exactly
who had written it
without needing to be
told!

Extract from Hazel’s tribute:
John Mac; a true gentleman
“His friends gathered here were so shocked and
saddened by John’s sudden passing and we felt the need to pay our last respects. I believe his
granddaughter came up with the very fitting idea of a ‘memorial walk’ and it’s wonderful to have John
and Pauline’s family here to join us. As many of you know John and Pauline led this walk a number of
times and then continued by helping me; butterfly nets and petri dishes for capturing and identifying
insects, particularly capturing the imagination of the younger generation with bush crickets and small
pearl bordered fritillaries. Cramer Gutter is the home of the marsh gentian, which they helped conserve
with the cutting down and burning of encroaching gorse. Hard work but enjoyable with friends. The Macs
had a huge knowledge but a very unassuming way about them. Following John’s death Pauline is living
with her son Andrew’s family and isn’t well enough to join us today. We all miss both of them”. Hazel Bows
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Bats in the Landscape project: news from Shropshire Bat Group

by Mike Worsfold

Since I took over as Chair of Shropshire Bat Group, I keep reminding myself that we haven't been communicating with
SMG very well, if at all, and it is now down to me to do something about it. Things should be getting quieter for us at
this time, but one of our projects has become rather hectic, so I am still lagging a little behind. However the aim of this
piece is to summarise our two most recent project newsletters giving you both the project’s background and the latest
update.

We are doing this by trapping bats and attaching coloured rings to
them, and in a few cases by putting radio tags on bats and tracking
their movements. We have been trapping bats at some mine sites for
several years, and we plan to expand this and also trap at other sites
so as to get some idea of bat movements. The main focus initially will
be on assigning different ring colours to known roost sites.
The cool evenings during April and early May delayed the start of the
trapping, because our licence for trapping
the bats for this project restricts us to
temperatures above 8˚C.
We had
always planned to use the first few
sessions for ringing only, and not radiotag any bats until we had got a few
sessions under our belts. By the time
we had done that, it was getting rather
Stepping Stones project area; a considerable
close to the maternity season, when we did not
block of land centered on the Stiperstones and
want to tag pregnant or lactating females, and
Long Mynd. Map by Natural England.
also we had other commitments which would
not have allowed us to put in the time needed to follow the tagged
bats.
By mid-July 2019 we had done two ringing sessions at Snailbeach
Mine, where we put blue rings on a few lesser horseshoes Rhinolophus
hipposideros. We also had a trial session at Snailbeach New Central
adit, where we have never trapped before, and put yellow rings on a
couple of lesser horseshoes there. Weather permitting we then
expected a very busy period as the summer wore on, enabling us to
tag a few females and follow them to find maternity roosts. As the
autumn season got underway we continued to ring lots more bats at
Snailbeach Mine including more lesser horseshoes, Natterer’s Myotis
nattereri, Daubenton’s Myotis daubentonii and long-eareds Plecotus
spp. John Morgan has done all the organising for the Snailbeach
trapping sessions, and Eileen and I have done a few exploratory
forays to other sites, with little progress as far as ringing is concerned.
We have also pushed on with monitoring using recording bat detectors
at a few sites, especially Perkins Level at Snailbeach, but
also recently at New Central Adit, by kind permission of
A harp trap used for bat trapping.
Pic: Colin Gunnell / SBG Facebook
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The Bats in the Landscape project is being undertaken in association with Natural England’s Stepping Stones Project and
therefore involves quite a lot of people outside Shropshire Bat Group. The aims of the project are three-fold: firstly to
find out about the movements of bats in the study area, and to discover whether those which hibernate in the abandoned
mines are loyal to specific sites or move between them from one year to another; secondly to locate maternity roosts,
and understand relationships between maternity roosts and hibernation sites; and finally to assess foraging behaviour
and areas.
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its new owner, Tina. The special interest here has been to try to understand the
pattern of use by the few greater horseshoe bats Rhinolophus ferrumequinium which
have recently appeared in the district. Despite gaps in the records, often due to our
failure to service the instruments as regularly as we would have liked, and also the
occasional equipment failure, we have shown that the greaters visited these mines
intermittently several times a week during the summer, just as they do at our local
mine near Llanymynech. During the summer they have mostly visited in the middle
of the night, but recently there have been recordings near dusk and dawn indicating
that they have roosted there during the day. Around Snailbeach, there seem to be
two individuals, recognisable by their voices at different pitches.

In theory our most productive
method should be to find the
bat a short time before sunset
(about 19:15 now) and then
wait for him to emerge and try
to see which way he goes! But
looking for him at any time of
the day is also possible, and
with luck teams working
together might get fixes on
him from several directions,
so as to follow his movements.
But the main objective is to
find his daytime roosts.
All our fieldwork, trapping and
tracking sessions depend on
having certain people available at
a busy time in the bat workers
year, and also dependant on the
weather, of course. Bad weather
affects not only the activity on the day, but often has an effect on people’s availability by causing them to postpone other
activities and try to fit everything into a smaller window. Meanwhile, we are keen to collect bat records for the project
from anywhere within the project boundary, and we can lend bat detectors to anyone who is
prepared to help with that. Of course, our records officer John Morgan is always glad of any
other bat records in Shropshire.

Here is a cartoon from the latest edition of Below, the quarterly magazine of
Shropshire Caving and Mining Club. Kelvin Lake, the editor, has been doing these
cartoons for the magazine for about 30 years, and occasionally uses the Bat Group
as a target for his imaginative sideswipes.

Mike Worsfold
Contacts: mike.worsfold@tiscali.co.uk; 01691 831450 or 07715 509902
John Morgan sbg.harptrapping@gmail.com or 01952 416307
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The exciting news is that on Friday 20th September we caught one of the greater
horseshoes in a harp trap and were able to put a ring on it and also a radio tag. The
following day we were able to locate him in a tunnel which is inaccessible to us, at
Snailbeach Mine. Following his movements until the battery runs out (about 12 days)
or the tag drops off should enable us to find where he is roosting each day, and
preferably get some idea of his movements at night… and this is the hectic part of the
project that is currently underway!
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Diary dates for forthcoming events
Eyes on the Wild

Autumn 2019
compiled by SMG Committee Members

with Stuart Edmunds

When? Thursday 3rd October 2019; 1730 hrs
Where? Ellesmere, Shropshire, SY
Description: Stuart will show how camera traps can be used in the wild.
Info: A Shropshire Wildlife Trust Ellesmere branch event. Entry £3 SWT members / £4 non-members.

Secrets of Wenlock Edge

with Kate Price

When? Monday 7th October 2019; 1930 hrs
Where? Bridgnorth Methodist Church, The Cartway, Bridgnorth Shropshire, WV16 5BG
Description: Kate is an Assistant Ranger for the National Trust & will talk about the flora and fauna of
Wenlock Edge, including dormice!
Info: A Shropshire Wildlife Trust Bridgnorth branch event. Entry £3 SWT members / £4 non-members.

The return of the pine martens

with Johnny Birks

When?
Friday 18th October 2019, 1930 hrs
Where? Chester Zoo Lecture Theatre, Chester Zoo, Chester CH2 1LH
Description: Come along to this talk hosted by North Wales Mammal Group & Chester
Zoo to learn all about Johnny's research & adventures with this amazing creature; be
warned his enthusiasm is very contagious!
Info: General admission £5; NWMG members £4 plus booking fees; please book via Eventbrite link here.

Shropshire Mammal Group Mammal Atlas meeting

with SMG Atlas Working Group

When? Saturday 19th October 2019, 0815 hrs (traps) 1000 hrs (meeting) [check social media].
Where? Natural England office, Pennerley, The Bog, near Minsterley, SY5 ONE (Grid Ref SO356985)
Description: Our fourth Mammal Atlas planning meeting. Come along early for 0815 hrs to check the
mammal traps on site with Ric before the meeting begins at 1000 hrs. Bring a packed lunch & stay for
the short mammal training walk afterwards.
(NB: Conifer plantation on photo* has now been felled)
Info: Free to all members. No chips provided this time, sorry

British mammal bone identification workshop

with Ric Morris

When? Saturday 9th and Sunday 10th November 2019 (residential), teaching all day.
Where? FSC Preston Montford, Montford Bridge Shrewsbury SY4 1DX
Description: An expanded two day version of Ric’s bones workshop, delivered for the Mammal Society.
More info on page 14 of this newsletter and the Mammal Society training course page here
Info: Mammal Society member £199; non member £249; Students £149. Book via Eventbrite link here

Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf?

with Michael Leach

When? Wednesday 13th November 2019; 1930 hrs (NB: Same talk is also at Ludlow branch on 14 Nov & Oswestry branch on 11 Dec)
Where? Whitchurch C of E Infant School, off Station Road, Whitchurch, SY13 1RJ
Description: A talk on wolves of the Great Northern Forests by the author of The Ones that Worked
and Hidden Shallows.
Info: A Shropshire Wildlife Trust Whitchurch branch event. Entry £3 SWT members / £4 non-members.

And Finally…

Another newsletter put to bed, number 40 in a long and distinguished line of issues full of informative and entertaining articles. It’s often said that life
begins at forty, but what will the next 40 Newsletters hold for SMG members? Will the pages of our favourite e-quarterly (well, my favourite quarterly
anyway)… see our county’s mammal fauna prosper or continue a slow decline? The loose eco-warrior theme of this issue may have inspired you to take
a more active role in conservation matters, and indeed there is no shortage of conservation charities and NGOs to support, and the time for effective
action is short. I made a recent count of my own wildlife & conservation memberships recently and it seems I support a wallet-shriveling ten such
organisations. But an RSPB membership recruiter said to me a couple of years ago as I signed him up to membership of Shropshire Wildlife Trust, that
he felt an obligation to join as many different conservation organizations as he could afford. And I wasn’t going to argue!
Anyway, my mammal loving friends, mention my name if you join SWT online, please do your best to keep in touch with the natural world and spread the
love for wildlife as widely and as passionately as possible where-ever you go and to whomever you speak. No doubt we may meet out and about at an
event or a market if I’m there for SWT. Please do make yourself known to me, mention SMG and let’s have a chat.
My final words of wisdom, as ever, go like this: Please keep sending your records in to Lorcán Adrain; his contact details are on the foot of
each page. And why don’t YOU write me something for SMGN41! You know it makes sense! Get scribing, etc etc etc!

Cheers, Ric Morris
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